How to read your BlueNRG invoice

Mr John Smith
123 Example Street
Melbourne, VIC 3000

A summary of
the previous
balance, recent
payments, and
the new
charges for the
current bill.
Adjustments
applicable to
the invoice (e.g.
refunds) will be
shown here.

Important
details for
getting in
touch with
BlueNRG

Current amount
due, due date,
account number,
and BlueNRG
product.
If paying by
direct debit,
the next debit
date will be
shown here

How to read your BlueNRG invoice
UNBUNDLED INVOICE

The meter
number,
previous and
current meter
read dates and
usage between
the start and
end meter
reads.

UNBUNDLED
INVOICE
Breakdown of new
energy charges by
charge type (e.g.
peak and offpeak),
and daily charges.
All charges are
inclusive of GST.
Other charges
such as service
charges and postal
fees applicable to
the invoice will be
shown here.

Payment method
options for
BlueNRG.

The National
Meter Identifier
(NMI), next
scheduled meter
read date, the
type of meter
reading, supply
address and
supply period
which the new
usage charges are
based.
Month by month
usage and
greenhouse gas
emissions history.
Daily usage and
comparison with
last year.
Daily usage and
cost averages by
charge type.
For Smart Meters
only - start and
end readings for
the usage period.
UNBUNDLED
INVOICE
Breakdown of
the charges on
the invoice in
percentages and
insight into the
current invoice
costs compared
with the
previous invoice.
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The National
Meter Identifier
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scheduled meter
read date, the
type of meter
reading, supply
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supply period
which the new
usage charges
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and daily charges.
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The meter
number,
previous and
current meter
read dates and
usage between
the start and
end meter
reads.
Month by month
usage and
greenhouse gas
emissions
history.
Daily usage and
comparison with
last year.
Daily usage and
cost averages by
charge type.
For Smart Meters
only - start and
end readings for
the usage period
Residential
Benchmarking comparison of
usage with
similar homes by
the number of
occupants

Payment method
options for
BlueNRG.

